This paper presents a new clustering algorithm for space-time data based on the concepts of topological data analysis and in particular, persistent homology. Employing persistent homology -a flexible mathematical tool from algebraic topology used to extract topological information from data -in unsupervised learning is an uncommon and a novel approach. A notable aspect of this methodology consists in analyzing data at multiple resolutions which allows to distinguish true features from noise based on the extent of their persistence. We evaluate the performance of our algorithm on synthetic data and compare it to other well-known clustering algorithms such as K-means, hierarchical clustering and DBSCAN. We illustrate its application in the context of a case study of water quality in the Chesapeake Bay.
Introduction
Clustering is one the most extensively studied problems in the unsupervised learning where the main goal is to partition a given dataset into subgroups or clusters so that the within-cluster points have more common features among themselves compared to those in other clusters. In contrast to the supervised framework, the unsupervised setting lacks the response variable associated with the features of observations to guide the learning process which makes the task more challenging.
Abundance and diversity of space-time data naturally leads to myriad of learning methods in statistics, computer science and domain knowledge disciplines. Such diversity has resulted in the development of many clustering methods that are usually tailored to the nature of data at hand as well as to the disciplines they come from. Comprehensive reviews on clustering discussing various classes of algorithms, their advantages and scopes of applicability can be found in [1] , [2] .
The clustering problem for space-time processes often arises particularly in the context of studying ecological and environmental data. For example, in [3] a distribution-based clustering algorithm is used to discern taxonomic groups within complex microbial communities. In [4] , the clustering algorithm TRUST with optimally chosen parameters is employed to identify the subgroups of water quality monitoring stations in the Chesapeake Bay. We return to this case study for more discussion in Section 5.
In many clustering problems, there is an inherit shape structure underlying the clusters which plays a key role in their formation. In this paper, we propose a new unsupervised clustering algorithm which utilizes the shape information associated with the clusters. To study and compare shapes we use persistent homology as a tool from Topological Data Analysis (TDA). TDA, rooted in algebraic topology and computational geometry, offers a flexible set of mathematical tools to study the topological and geometric aspects of data. The works of [5] and [6] have laid foundation and gave forward momentum to the development of TDA-based methods [7] with applications to diverse areas such as genomics [8] , sensor networks [9] , shape recognition [10] , brain diseases [11] . Using persistent homology in clustering is a novel approach [12] . One important aspect of persistent homology is the stability of its outputs against noise [13, 14, 15] .
There are two noteworthy TDA-based clustering algorithms: Mapper [10] and ToMATo (Topological Mode Analysis Tool) [12] . See Section 3 for their main features and comparison to our algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the common TDA methodology and approach to data analysis. Our clustering algorithm is described in Section 3. The results of numerical experiments on synthetic data and comparisons to other clustering algorithms are presented in Section 4. In Section 5 we apply the algorithm to study the clustering arrangement of the water quality monitoring stations in the Chesapeake Bay. The concluding remarks and the directions for future work are presented in Section 6.
Methodology
In the TDA setting, a given point cloud X is assumed to lie in some metric space (such as the Euclidean space) with an associated distance measure d. A choice of d could be crucial as much of what follows in the analysis in terms of the results and conclusions is tied to it [7] .
As it is generally hard to extract desired information directly from a discrete set of points, we build upon the point cloud X an abstract simplicial complex in order to approximate the topology of the underlying structure or shape and thereby study its the topological and geometric properties. Neighboring graphs that are typically built on top of data capture only pairwise interactions, whereas simplicial complexes encompass higher order relationships among the data points [7] .
Definition 1 Let X be a discrete set. An abstract simplicial complex is a collection C of finite subsets of X such that if σ ∈ C then τ ∈ C for all τ ⊆ σ.
There are several different types of simplicial complexes such as Cech, Alpha and Vietoris-Rips complexes to name a few. An appropriate choice of a simplicial complex depends on several factors such as problem complexity, nature of data and computational cost. While some simplicial complexes have desirable theoretical properties, at the same time, they may suffer from being computationally inefficient or vice versa. Vietoris-Rips (VR) complex is one of the widely used types of simplicial complexes in applications for its easy construction and fast computational implementation.
Definition 2 (Vietoris-Rips complex) A Vietoris-Rips complex at threshold (or scale) > 0, denoted by V R , is the abstract simplicial complex whose k-simplices, k = 0, . . . , K, consist of points which are pairwise within distance of . If X ⊆ R d , a 0-simplex is identified with a point, a 1-simplex with an edge, a 2-simplex is a triangle and a 3-simplex is a tetrahedron.
After equipping the point cloud with the simplicial complex structure, the desired topological and geometric properties are studied through the lens of persistent homology. That is, we first build a family of nested simplicial complexes (called a filtration) corresponding to an increasing sequence of thresholds. Second, we compute relevant topological summaries such as the number of connected components, tunnels (one dimensional holes) and cavities (two dimensional holes). Third, we track the behavior of these summaries or features as the threshold increases. The standard output of the above pipeline is the persistent barcode which is a collection of stacked horizontal intervals (or bars) whose ends correspond to the appearance (or birth) and disappearance (or death) of respective features as the threshold increases. An equivalent summary to the persistent barcode is the persistent diagram -a set of paired threshold values corresponding to the birth and death of each feature. The persistent barcode and diagram can be easily visualized. More importantly, they provide deeper insight into data. Namely, a feature that persists over a significant range of threshold values is likely to be a true feature, whereas the one which has a short life-span could be a by-product of noise. The idea of considering a whole range of threshold values, instead of attempting to find the optimal one, is the hallmark of persistent homology which has become a popular tool in TDA. Obviously, the extent of persistence for a feature to be classified as true one or not is determined by the problem. To address this issue, in [16] a bootstrap-based method was introduced to construct a confidence band for the persistent diagram to distinguish features. Alternatively, other methods utilize the stability of persistent diagrams for the construction of confidence sets [17] .
Another convenient way to encode the topological summaries provided by persistent homology is through the Betti numbers.
Definition 3 (Betti numbers)
The p-th Betti number β p , p ∈ Z + , of a simplicial complex is the rank of the associated p-th homology group defined as the quotient group of the cycle and boundary groups.
In this paper, we do not delve into the mathematical details on the Betti numbers (see [18] for more rigorous treatment). For our purposes, it suffices to mention that for a given complex, β 0 equals the number of connected components; β 1 the number of tunnels; β 2 the number of cavities, etc. The Betti numbers are closely tied to the persistent barcode and can be extracted from it (see Figure 1 ).
In applications, the extracted topological summaries are often forwarded to or integrated with other methods for further analysis of data [7] . For example, the persistent diagram can be converted into the persistent landscape which is more suitable for machine learning techniques to be directly applied [19] .
There are standard libraries and packages for carrying out TDA related computations in C++, Python and R. Perseus is another noteworthy persistent homology software [20] . For more details on TDA, the reader may consult survey papers such as [21] , [7] , [22] , [23] .
Clustering using Betti Numbers (CBN) Algorithm
Let X be a point cloud consisting of n points belonging to some metric space. Often X ⊆ R m and the components of the points represent spatial coordinates, quantitative features, or repeated measurements. Let d be the associated distance function between the points.
Our objective is to partition X into non-overlapping clusters, and our definition of a cluster falls under a general framework of density based clustering, e.g., DBSCAN, OPTICS etc (please see Section 4.5 of [1] ). That is, intuitively our cluster is to be a subset of points which is path-connected, i.e. any point in the subset can be reached from any other one through a path consisting of points (also belonging to the subset); furthermore, the consecutive points on the path are close enough and their local neighborhoods are similar in shape. To compare shapes, we build a Vietoris-Rips (VR) filtration upon such neighborhoods around each point and compute topological summaries in the form of the Betti numbers using persistent homology. The closer the Betti numbers to one another for a pair of close-by points, the more likely similar the shapes of their neighborhoods. Thus, when identifying clusters, CBN utilizes both the distance function and local geometric information around the points. Note that accounting for shape similarity can be viewed as an extension of conventional clustering properties in the density-based clustering framework. Below we summarize the main steps of CBN algorithm:
1. For each i in X, let N (i) denote the neighborhood of point i consisting of its k nearest (with respect to the distance function d) neighbors (including itself). Let D i be the set of distances between all pairs of points in 3. Fix an increasing sequence of non-negative thresholds 1 < 2 < . . . < l . Let V R j (i) be VR complex corresponding to threshold j whose 0-simplices are all points in N (i) and 1-simplices are all pairs of points in N (i) which are no more than j distance apart with respect to d tr . As a result, we get a filtration of VR complexes
By default, j = 0.01(j − 1) and l = 100. 
where · is the Euclidean norm and τ 0 and τ 1 are tunning parameters serving as upper bounds on relative change in the Betti numbers. Thus, the Betti numbers help refine N (i), retaining only those nearest points whose local neighborhoods are relatively similar in shape to that of i. The extend of relative similarity is determined by τ 0 and τ 1 . 6. Form an adjacency matrix A = {a ij } n×n , where a ij = 1 if and only if j is in (the updated) N (i). Compute the strongly connected components of the directed graph defined by A. The connected components are our clusters. In other words, points i and j are in the same cluster if and only if there is a path in each direction between them. Optionally, the clusters can be defined as weakly connected components of the undirected graph induced by A. In that case, the resulting clusters, in general, tend to be relatively larger in size.
Our algorithm does not require knowing the total number of clusters to be identified, which is of particular importance in many applications involving clustering of environmental space-time processes. Optionally, if a lower bound on the number of clusters or the minimum number of points each cluster should contain is known, CBN algorithm can reassign the points that fell into the unwanted small clusters using the concept of depth function, e.g. Mahalanobis depth [24] : assign a point to the cluster with respect to which its depth is the largest.
Remark 1 In our studies, the VR complexes are typically built on small dense local point clouds (of size 5-12). In this case, if the dimension of the complexes is bounded by two, there would be almost no one-dimensional holes and many two-dimensional ones. However, by limiting their dimension to one (i.e., the VR complexes contain only zero and one-dimensional simplices), we allow the one-dimensional holes to be formed by three or more points (i.e., the triangles are not "filled" because they are not regarded as two-dimensional simplices) and therefore their number will be abundant. Nevertheless, the algorithm is flexible enough to include simplices of dimension two and higher if needed.
Remark 2
The persistent homology software Perseus [20] , used to compute the Betti numbers for our studies, requires that the thresholds increase with constant increment. This may be considered undesirable in light of the fact that the distribution of original distances is often skewed. However, the transformed distances (usingF ) are approximately uniformly distributed on [0, 1], which paves the way to choose the thresholds to be evenly spaced. Observe that choosing the thresholds in this way is equivalent to selecting them non-uniformly on the scale of original distances accounting for regions where they are dense and sparse. Moreover, note that sinceF is a non-decreasing function, N (i) contains the same k nearest neighbors regardless of which distance function, d or d tr , is used.
Remark 3
There is no a priori best way to choose the number of nearest neighbors k and the tunning parameters τ 0 and τ 1 which directly impact the performance quality of the algorithm. Therefore, when choosing their values one has to rely on subjective judgment using, for example, the boxplots or quantiles of all the relative changes in the Betti numbers.
To help guide the selection of τ 0 and τ 1 , by default they are initially set to the maximum of relative changes in β 0 and β 1 respectively after outlying values (those which are larger than the upper quartile plus 1.5 times the inter-quartile range) are dropped or equivalently the upper whiskers in the corresponding boxplots (see Section 4 for an illustration). Though, this method for choosing default values of the tuning parameters τ 0 and τ 1 yields satisfactory clustering results in our numerical studies presented in this paper, it is ultimately up to the user to decide what their appropriate values should be. distinct. We conjecture that a similar result should be true for the Betti numbers. However, we have not come across any theoretical result addressing this issue in the existing literature.
In Section 1 we briefly mentioned two TDA-based clustering algorithms: Mapper and ToMATo. Both of them rely on a filter function, f : X → R d , to build simplicial complexes. A density estimator, centrality and eccentricity functions are among the common choices of filter functions in applications [7] . Both Mapper and ToMATo act in conjunction with another clustering algorithm. In this regard, Mapper is very flexible and any clustering algorithm can be used with it. In ToMATo, f is taken as an approximation of the density function from which data points are sampled. Then its persistent diagram is calculated and used to enhance the graph-based hill-climbing algorithm of [25] . In contrast, CBN does not depend on a filter function nor another clustering algorithm thereby differing in its approach to clustering.
Tackling the sensitivity of our algorithm's performance to the globally defined tuning parameters is still an open problem. The default way for selecting τ 0 and τ 1 by the algorithm (see 3) is rather heuristic and needs a theoretical justification. Additionally, if there are many "bridges" between clusters, then CBN may have difficulty separating them. We plan to address these issues in our future research. Moreover, for large datasets, computing the Betti numbers associated with each point becomes computationally very intensive. In that case, one can run CBN on a subset of the dataset and assign the remaining points to the resulting clusters using an appropriate distance/proximity measure.
Numerical experiments
We now test our algorithm on a synthetic dataset. The dataset consists of 3800 points in R 2 and 13 clusters with distinct shapes. The distribution of the points within the clusters is mostly uniform. We take k = 12 (i.e., the size of neighborhoods around each point) and τ 0 = 0.42 and τ 1 = 0.54 (i.e., the tunning parameters as selected by the algorithm, see Figure 2 ).
As threshold values increase, the corresponding VR complexes contain more and more 1-simplices (or edges) which results in a quick decrease of the number of connected components (β 0 ) and a gradual increase of one-dimensional holes (β 1 ) (see also Remark 1). This dynamics of β 0 and β 1 numbers is illustrated in Figure 3 .
The performance of CBN algorithm is depicted in Figure 4a . As Figure 4a indicates, the algorithm delivers very accurate performance. Observe that despite the closeness of some clusters to each other, CBN is able to distinguish them successfully. Now, we compare the performance of CBN with K-means, hierarchy-based algorithms and DBSCAN which belong to different classes of clustering algorithms. K-means partitions data into clusters so that the within-cluster variance is minimized [26] . The algorithms based on hierarchy build a hierarchical relationships among data points to perform clustering [27] . DBSCAN is a density-based algorithm which forms clusters around regions with high density [28] . Note that K-means requires pre-specifying the number of clusters, whereas hierarchical clustering algorithms and DBSCAN do not. For hierarchical clustering we used the single, complete and average linkage methods. The best performance is attained by the single linkage method. The optimal cutoff parameter is selected based on the dendrogram obtained from hierarchical clustering. Their performance is illustrated in Figures 4b-4d and evaluated using Rand and Jaccard indexes [29] , [30] , denoted by RI and J respectively (see Table 1 ), and defined as:
where T P is the number of true positives; T N is the number of true negatives; F P is the number of false positives; F N is the number of false negatives. Table 1 indicates that for the given dataset, among the four algorithms, CNB outperforms the rest. It is important to note that if steps 4 and 5 of CBN algorithm (see Section 3) were skipped i.e., the neighborhood information was not updated using the Betti numbers, five major clusters would be lumped into a single cluster (not shown here). In contrast, K-means shows the poorest performance. Single linkage hierarchical clustering algorithm and DBSCAN perform sufficiently well except for failing to distinguish the 'right eye' cluster from the one above it.
Next, we add 200 uniformly distributed random points to the dataset in order to evaluate robustness of the four algorithms in the presence of noise.
Again, CBN algorithm correctly identifies all 13 clusters with few mismatches. K-means, Hierarchical clustering and DNSCAN show similar performance as before. 5 Case study -clustering of water stations in the Chesapeake Bay
In this section, we apply our method to analyze spatio-temporal data of water quality in the Chesapeake Bay during the period from 1985 to 2016. In light of facing threatening water pollution problems in the Chesapeake Bay, legislative regulations were passed in 1983 to monitor, protect and restore the bay ecosystem, in particular the water quality. As part of the measures, more than 300 stations were installed throughout the Bay area to collect water samples and monitor their pollution level over time.
We analyze the publicly available data containing various water quality parameters recorded during The same dataset is analyzed in [4] using clustering algorithm TRUST with optimally chosen parameters. Following the dataset preprocessing of [4] we scale the measurements for each station to have zero mean and unit variance to focus on trends (rather than particular TSS values).
In the context of this problem, the set X consists of 133 stations. Each station has associated 12 × 16 = 192 TSS measurements for the two periods. The distance measure d is taken to be the Euclidean distance between the scaled TSS measurements. The size of neighborhoods around each station, k, is set to 7. We use the default values of the tunning parameters τ 0 and τ 1 for both periods. Manokin rivers. It is known that the restoration efforts during 2001-2016 were concentrated only in the rivers. In view of this fact, the trend similarity among the stations in the largest cluster appears to be a result of these efforts. The other three main clusters are more towards the middle of the Bay. Note that two of these clusters are almost the same for both periods. The Rand index between the two clustering results is 0.63819.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a new space-time clustering method based on the concept of persistent homology. The key benefits of our approach are that we systematically account for data shape and geometry, and do not require a-priori knowledge on the number of clusters. In our numerical studies we have shown that our new method outperforms the competing approaches by providing more accurate clustering results for clusters of varying shapes and density. In the future we plan to extend our approach to unsupervised learning of complex networks and dynamic clustering of space-time data. Integrating the Betti numbers as extracted topological summaries into other clustering algorithms to boost their performance is another avenue worth exploring.
